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Reducibility of configurations is determined by an algorithm programmed on a 
computer. The effectiveness of the program is improved after implementing 
results obtained by investigating the algebraic structure of the problem. A com- 
prehensive list of reducibIe configurations up to the IO-ring Ieve is tabled. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The numeric results in this paper have been obtained by means of two 
entirely separate computer programs which were independently developed. 
Some of these results have been verified by Rolle. Triple agreement enhances 
our belief in their accuracy. 
The classical approach to the four-color conjecture is to assume that there 
exists a map that cannot be face colored in four or fewer colors. Since any 
map with an isthmus cannot be colored at all [14], we will exclude such maps 
from our discussion. Our assumption then becomes the existence of a map 
that needs five colors to be face colored. It follows that there will be such a 
map (or set of maps) with a minimum number i’V of faces; the number N 
being referred to as the Birkhoff number. For such maps on iV faces we 
assume further the usual consequences: 
(a) the map A4 is connected and cubic (all vertices trivalent), 
(b) the size p of each face satisfies p > 5, 
(c) the map contains no separating 2-, 3-, or 4- rings, 
(d) every separating 5-ring is the boundary of a pentagon. 
It is sometimes more convenient to consider the equivalent problem of 
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vertex coloring the dual graph. Such a dual minimal graph G is 5-chromatic 
on N vertices, connected, triangulated , and each vertex is at least 5-valent. 
G contains no separating 2-, 3-, or 4- circuit and each 5-circuit is the rim of a 
5-wheel. 
2. REDUCIBILITY 
We now seek reducible configurations defined as those submaps (subgraphs) 
which cannot form part of such a minimal map M (graph G). Here we shall 
investigate potentially reducible configurations which comprise a connected 
“inner” region V of specified structure surrounded by a boundary Q0 , a 
proper n-ring, and an “outer” region U of unspecified structure forming in all 
a minimal map (V, Qn , U) such that the total number of faces nv + n + no 
equals N. Here we use Bernhart’s [1] definition of a proper n-ring as a cycle 
of n distinct faces each adjacent to the faces which precede and succeed it in 
the cyclic order but to no other faces in the cycle and dividing the rest of the 
map into two nonempty sides. We recall the classical algorithm for demon- 
strating the reducibility of such configurations, Birkhoff [4], which proceeds 
as follows: 
ALGORITHM A. (1) Remove any number of edges from (V, QJ, excluding 
the edges separating the faces in the bouna%zry ring, thus forming a reduced 
configuration or reducer (V-, QJ which is embedded in a 4-colorable cubic 
map M-. (We may note that in carrying out this process the boundary Qn need 
not remain a proper ring.) 
(2) Tabulate all possible 4-colorings of Qn which are extensible to V-, i.e., 
which lead to a valid 4-coloring of the reduced configuration (V-, Q,J. 
(3) If these 4-colorings of the ring can then be shown to lead in every case to a 
valid 4-coloring of the original configuration, either directly or indirectly by 
means of Kempe-chain interchanges, then the conjguration is reducible. 
Remark. In implementing the classical algorithm we are not restricted 
to reducers formed by the removal of edges nor must the reducer be cubic. 
The necessary condition is that the reduced map M- is 4-colorable, and this 
is true for any cubic map on fewer than N faces. On the other hand, as 
pointed out by Bernhart, a permissible reducer may be formed by replacing 
one of the edges of V by its conjugate. For a trivalent map M with edge 
8 separating faces N and S and flanked by faces E and W, then in the map M- 
the conjugate of 8 separates E and Wand is flanked by N and S. 
The fact that the unnecessary restriction of reducers to those which can be 
formed by the removal of edges has, nevertheless, not prevented the classical 
procedure from yielding useful results suggests that the choice of reducer is, 
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in general, not very critical-except insofar as it serves to diminish the 
amount of calculation involved. Indeed the evidence presented in this paper 
shows that for the majority of reducible configurations the choice is com- 
pletely arbitrary-any reducer whatsoever leading to a successful outcome. 
This classical procedure for demonstrating reducibility does not lend 
itself very readily to automation on a computer since it involves too many 
midstream decisions which are relatively easy (though tedious) to make by 
hand but which are rather awkward to program on a computer. Alternative 
computer-aided procedures have therefore been developed as described in 
the next section. 
3. COMPUTER ALGORITHMS 
The method adopted in checking for reducibility on a computer is essential- 
ly the reverse of the classical procedure-in that the use of a reducer occurs 
at the end rather than at the beginning. It was first adumbrated by Heesch 
[lo] and has been set out in detail by Whitney and Tutte [13] and we will 
assume familiarity with this latter paper in what follows. 
Heesch has suggested classifying reducible cotigurations into different 
types using a somewhat uninformative nomenclature and speaks in his book 
of A-, B-, C-, and D-reducibility. A configuration is D-reducible if every 
4-coloring of (Qn , U) can be extended to a 4-coloring of (V, Qn , U), if 
necessary by Kempe-chain interchanges. A more descriptive name would be 
freely reducible since any reducer that ensures that A&-- can be 4-colored can 
be used to force a 4-coloring of AL For each known D-reducible configura- 
tion (indeed for almost any configuration) it is not difficult to extend any 
Scoloring of (Qn , U) to a 5-coloring of (V, Qn , U), if necessary by chaining. 
Therefore, we will also use the term chain-colorable or colorable to describe a 
D-reducible configuration. 
Consider the appearance of a D-reducible configuration V in a map 
(V, Qn , U) that needs five colors to be validly face colored. In this case, 
(Qn , U) alone will need five colors to be validly face coloured, i.e., V can be 
ignored without reducing the number of colors required to color the map. 
Heesch’s other types of reducibility require more than Kempe-chain 
interchanges. We can restrict the coloring of (Qn , U) by means of a reducer 
and consider only those 4-colorings of this reduced graph. If every such 
restricted coloring of (Qn , U) can be extended (possibly with interchanges) 
to (V, Qn , U) we call a noncolorable configuration indirectIy reducible. This 
includes Heesch’s A-, B-, and C-reducible configurations. In particular, the 
A-reducible configurations can be referred to as directly reducible since there 
will be a reducer such that every 4-coloring of (Qn , U) extensible to (V-, Qn , 
U) can be extended to (V, Qn , U) without the need for Kempe interchanges. 
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In terms of this nomenclature the computer-implemented algorithm which 
one of us (ERS) has used, and which Whitney and Tutte refer to as the 
“Heesch algorithm,” may be set out as follows: 
ALGORITHM B. (I) Ascertain all possibIe 4-colorings of the inner region V 
and likewise the set Jn of aI/ 4-colorings of the ring Q% . 
(2) Set i -+ 0. 
(3) Determine the subset Ci = C0 of J,, containing all those ring colorings 
which are V-extensible. 
If C,, = Jn the algorithm terminates 1. We call the configuration directly 
colorable since every 4-coloring of (Qn , U) can be extended to V without 
Kempe interchanges. 
Else C0 + Jn . 
(4) By exhaustive examination of all possible Kempe-chain dispositions and 
their permissible interchanges determine the set 
of ring colorings which are simply immersible in Ci , i.e., those which can be 
recoIored so as to give at least one member of the set Ci , irrespective of the 
Kempe-chain disposition. 
Seti+i+ I. 
(5) Set C+ +- Ci-l U S. 
If Ci = J,, , the conjiguration is colorable in i stages and the algorithm 
terminates 1. 
g C$ # J% and S # 0 return to step (4). 
Else Ci # Jn and S = 0. The conjiguration is noncolorable. 
Thejinal set Ci is the subset of J,, containing all 4-colorings of Q,, which are 
crudely immersible in C,, . It is called the closure of C,, in [13] and wiI1 be 
denoted by c0 . 
(6) Examine the set C0 to ascertain whether there is a reducer (V-, Q%) for 
which the V--extensible set is contained in C0 . If there is at least one such 
reducer, the conjiguration is indirectly reducible and the algorithm 
terminates 1. 
If no such reducer exists then the conjiguration is irreducible and the al- 
gorithm likewise terminates 1. 
Remarks. (a) Algorithm B does not, in principle, uncover any reducible 
configurations which cannot be shown to be reducible by means of algorithm 
A but in practice a much larger number of reducible configurations can be 
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found due to the speed with which it is possible to examine such configura- 
tions on a computer. Moreover, algorithm B distinguishes between those 
reducible configurations which are colorable and those which are not, which 
is not true of algorithm A. 
(b) The exhaustive implementation of the final step in the algorithm is 
easier said than done. While we develop an effective reducer finding technique, 
we concede that some reducible configurations may have been missed. 
(c) The terms “irreducible” and “not reducible” should be read as “not 
reducible by means of algorithm B” since the possibility of a configuration 
being reducible in a more general sense, by more extended Kempe-chain 
interchanges, cannot be ruled out and Whitney and Tutte [13] have referred 
to this, as yet hypothetical, type of reducibility as K-reducibility. A start in 
this direction has been made by Bernhart who has been able to extend the 
conditions under which a coloring will be immersible in C . The “Kempe-box 
equations” based on these ideas are written up in [2]. An independent 
discovery of the method, called “block count consistency” is in [6]. In a 
sense, credit for noting the existence of such equations in a general form, 
with examples for small rings, but no general method for writing them down, 
should go to Birkhoff and Lewis [5], in their work on constrained chromatic 
polynomials. That is, for A = 4, certain constrained chromial identities 
become the equations in question. Unfortunately, no configuration has been 
found which is reducible by this extension and not reducible by algorthm B 
alone. 
Algorithm B can be modified in several ways. In step 3, for example, one 
of us (FA) tests the set C,, to see whether there is a reducer (V-, QJ with a 
V--extensible set of 4-colorings R such that R c CO. If such a reducer 
exists, then the configuration is directly reducible. Since only a small set of 
reducers (approx. 500) is tested, when we claim a configuration is indirectly 
reducible we do not exclude the possibility that it is also directly reducible. 
In the interests of efficiency, we have changed step 4 so that it becomes: 
(4) Examine each element k of K = Jn - C$ in turn to see of it is simlly 
immersible in Ci . If it is set Ci + Ci u {k} and continue with the examina- 
tion of the remaining elements of K. 
With this change the algorithm takes much less computer time since the set 
Ci is dynamically enlarged. There is, however, a dependence upon the order 
in which the elements of K are examined and hence no result analogous to 
the notion of colorable in i stages is possible. The increase in efficiency when 
using the modified algorithm depends on the configuration under investiga- 
tion but the time taken is usually decreased by two-thirds. 
In order to get some idea of the amount of calculation involved in imple- 
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meriting these algorithms it is worth examining their implications in some- 
what greater detail. 
(a) We may note first that the number pn of valid 4-colorings in the set Jn 
for a ring & increases roughly by a factor of 3 for each unit increase in n; the 
values of pn for n = 2, 3, 4 ,..., IO ,..., n being 1, 1,4, 10, 31,91, 274, 820, 
2441,..., [3%-l + 3(-l)n + 2]/8. 
(b) For each coloring of QS there are three possible color pairings 
(12/34), (13/24), and (14/23) and each color pairing breaks the ring Qn into 
2m parts with the number of Kempe-chain dispositions and the number of 
recolormgs for each disposition as set out in this table: 
Number of parts 2 4 6 8 10 12 2m 
Number of KC dispositions 1 2 5 14 42 132 -!- (2m) 
m+l m 
Number of possible recolorings 0 1 3 7 15 31 p-1- 1 
The amount of calculation involved in implementing the algorithm, even in 
the case of moderately sized rings, is thus enormous and completely out of the 
realm of hand calculation. Even on a computer it may not be possible to 
handle configurations beyond the 15-ring level. 
4. SETS OF COLORINGS 
We have drawn attention to the fact that it is no easy matter to implement 
the last step of the algorithm and it is clearly desirable to have some technique 
to uncover reducers for those configurations which are noncolorable. To 
this end we examine, in some detail, the concepts of realizable, open and 
closed sets of colorings. 
A set of colorings is realizable if it is the V-extensible set of colorings for 
some boundary ring Qfl and associated interior structure V. For example, the 
initial set C0 used in the description of algorithm B was realizable. Note, 
however, that algorithm B can be applied to any initial set C,, , realizable or 
not realizable. 
The configuration (W, Q,J corresponding to a realizable set may be 
degenerate, by which we mean Qm is not a proper ring, i.e., two nonconsecu- 
tive faces of Qm are (i) the same face or (ii) adjacent in ( W, Q,,) or (iii) W is 
null. Excluding (ii), W will be null only if all the faces of QS meet at a single 
vertex. Reducers are frequently degenerate configurations. 
A set of colorings is cZosed if its closure (by algorithm B) is itself. A set of 
colorings is open if it is the complement of a closed set. To describe an open 
set in terms of its own elements, recall the definition of immersible [ 131. 
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A coloring k is immersibIe in C ifi 
3 a colour pairing (12/34) or (13/24) or (14/23) such that 
V Kempe-chain dispositions conformal with this pairing 
3 a Kempe-chain interchange allowed by the disposition that takes 
k into the coloring k’ such that k’ E C. 
THEZ~REM 4.1, A set of colorings T is open ly : 
V teT 
and V color pairings 
3 a Kempe-chain disposition such that 
v interchanges allowed by the disposition, the resulting colorings t’ are 
all such that t’ E T. 
Proo$ T is open + J,, - T is closed + t E T is not immersible in JB - T 
e the conditions of Theorem 4. I. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. A realizable set is an open set. 
ProojI Let C be realized by (V, Q,,). For every c E C and for every color 
pairing, choose the Kempe-chain disposition corresponding to some V- 
extension of c. Then every recoloring allowed can be extended to I’, so every 
recoloring is also in C. Q.E.D. 
A second corollary will be called a lemma so that it can be referenced 
specifically. 
LEMMA 4.1. The union of open sets is open. 
The relation between C and C satisfies the definition of a closure relation 
as given by Kurosh [ll, p. 1891: 
“A closure relation is given in a partially ordered set &f if there is assigned 
to every element a l M a uniquely determined element a E M, the closure of 
a, where for all a, b E M we have 
(11 a < & 
(2) u < b + a < b, 
(3) c = $3 
Subsets of J,, are partially ordered by set inclusion. Condition 1 holds since 
foranyC~J,,byalgorithBwehaveC=CO&ZCI~CZ...~C~=C,,=C, 
Condition 2 follows since k immersible in C implies k is immersible in any 
set containing C, Condition 3 is obvious. 
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LEMMA 4.1’. The intersection of closed sets is closed. 
Proof We must show VC, D c Jn, m = C n D. C n D L CyD 
tv (11 
NowCniJCC,soZZCC=C. 
Similarly FKYFc D, so FYi-5 G C n D. 
Thusm = Cn D Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2. If a set T of colorings is open and disjoint from C, then T is 
disjoint from C. 
Proof TnC= .@eCLZJn-T 
*CLJn-T=Jn-TsinceTisopen. 
Thus ccJn-TeTnC= a. Q.E.D. 
M(C), the interior of C, is defined as the union of all open sets contained 
in C. By Lemma 4, 1, M(C) is the largest open set contained in C. Ext(C), the 
exterior of C, is defined as the interior of the complement of C. Ext(C) = 
Int(Jn - C) and is the largest open set disjoint from C. By Theorem 4.2, 
Ext(C) is also disjoint from c. Thus we can define these in terms of closure. 
Ext(C) = Ext(c) = Int(Jn - c) = Jn - c, 
Int(C) = Ext(Jn - C) = Jn - Jn - C. 
Algorithm B starts with a set of colorings C and determines its closure C. 
The exterior of C can be obtained by complementing c. If Ext(C) = a, then 
the configuration realized by C is colorable and the set C is dominant. Other- 
wise, Ext(C) # @ and we can take its closure and the complement of that to 
get Ext(Ext(C)) = Ext(Jn - C) = Int(c). The next two theorems justify our 
interest in this set. 
THEOREM 4.3. If C is the V-extensible set for a configuration (V, Q,,), then 
C C Int(c). 
Proof C G C and C is open so C c Int(C). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.4. Zf C is the V-extensible set for a configuration (V, Q,& then 
for euery reducer (R, Qn) of V with its associated R-extensible set D, we have 
D c Int(c). 
Proof Since R is a reducer, D L c. The set D is realized by R, so D is open. 
Thus D c Int(c). 
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COROLLARY. Zf C is realized by (V, Qn) and M(C) = C, then V is either 
irreducible or directly reducible. 
ProojI If there is no reducer, V is irreducible. If there is a reducer (R, Q,J 
with R-extensible set D, then D L Int(C) = C so V is directly reducible. 
Q.E.D. 
For a nondominant realizable set C, if Int(C) = C, call the configuration 
realized by C symmetrically noncolorable. If Int(C) # C, call the configura- 
tion asymmetrically noncolorable. It has been our experience that asym- 
metrically noncolorable configurations are nevertheless indirectly reducible. 
On the other hand, symmetrically noncolorable configurations are usually 
irreducible. The only exception known to the authors is 6[666666]-12 which 
was shown to be directly reducible by Franklin [7]. 
Subsets of Jn with closure by algorithm B do not form a topology. Two 
more conditions would be required [ll, p. 2911. 
(4) C u D = c u D, 
Condition 5 holds, but instead of 4 we have only C u D 2 C u Dp The 
terms exterior and interior usually refer to sets in a topological space [12, 
pp. 53-621 where not only the union of an arbitrary number of open sets is 
open but also the intersection of a finite number of open sets is open. Thus, 
any topological results that use this latter property may not hold in the 
system of subsets of Jn . For example, the open sets of a topological space 
form a distributive lattice while the open subsets of Jn do not. 
5. NOTATION 
The linear string 5-6[5665]-9 refers to a configuration with an inner region 
V consisting of five polygons: a central hexagon adjacent in order to a pen- 
tagon, two hexagons and another pentagon, called the jirst neighbors of the 
center. This inner region is surrounded by a proper ring Q with nine faces. 
The prefix and suffix can be derived from the remainder of the configuration 
so they may be omitted. 
The configuration 8[56(5)75] is similar except that it has a pentagonal cap, 
i.e., a pentagon in triad with the hexagon and the heptagon. To reduce the 
number and levels of round brackets, a cap on two @st neighbors of the 
center may be abbreviated 0 for (5), 1 for (6), 2 for (7), and 3 for (8). 
For large configurations it may be desirable to use two central faces with 
the face or faces in triad with these being underlined. For example, 5[6078(5) 
051 is also 7815635551. 
In a later section we derive one configuration from another by collapsing 
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TABLE I 
Small Boundary Circuits. 
Configuration Nl N2 N3 TYP@ Reference 
l-4-4 3 0 4 
l-5-5 5 5 5 
5[55555l-5 10 0 10 
515J-6 13 16 13 
5L55l-6 14 14 14 
5[555l-6 16 0 31 
5[565E7 39 0 91 
6[565l-8 81 154 87 
5[5665l-8 100 0 274 
7l5555l-8 95 0 274 
5[55666l--8 104 0 274 
6[5565k8 98 0 274 
6155 * 505 *j--8 101 99 101 
6[505 * 505 *J-8 111 0 274 
* [505505l-8 95 105 95 
7[5565]-9 203 81 721 
6[5665l-9 211 0 820 
5[56666E9 257 0 820 
7[60555l-9 240 0 820 
7[550516&9 270 0 820 
7[56505l-9 225 81 721 
8[55555+9 235 0 820 
7[560506E9 270 0 820 
7[55605k9 241 0 820 
7[56555]-9 242 0 820 
7[55655E9 245 0 820 
8[505505l--9 243 329 243 
6[506 * 505 *E9 266 0 820 
7[555 * 505 *l-9 258 0 820 
7[505 ** 505 *l-9 237 267 237 
C* 
NR 
DC 
NR 
NR 
C* 
C* 
IR* 
C* 
C* 
C* 
C 
NR 
C* 
NR 
IR* 
c* 
C* 
C* 
C* 
IR 
C* 
C 
C 
C 
C 
NR 
C* 
C* 
NR 
Kempe (1879) 
Heawood (1890) 
Birkhoff (1913) 
Bemhart (1947) 
Bemhart (1947) 
Birkhoff (1913) 
Franklin (1922) 
Bemhart (1948) 
Winn (1939) 
Winn (1938)-Chojnacki 
Franklin (1922) 
Winn (1938) 
Winn (1938) 
Bemhart (1974) 
Bemhart (1974) 
Winn (1937) 
Heesch (1969) 
Winn (1940) 
Chojnacki (1942) 
Ore-Stemple (1970) 
Heesch (1969) 
Heesch (1969) 
Winn (1940) 
Bemhart (1974) 
Bernhart (1974) 
a Key: Nl = 1 C 1; N2 = 1 Ext(C)j ; N3 = (M(c). Types: DC = directly colorable; 
C = colorable; DR = directly reducible; IR = indirectly reducible; NR = not re- 
ducible i * indicates a reducible configuration with no reducible subcon@uration. 
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TABLE II 
Indirectly Reducible Configurations and Their Reducers (see Fig. 1). 
Configuration Nl N2 N3 Reducers 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5.1 
A5.2 
A5.3 
A5.4 
A6 
A7.1 8[55655klO 500 570 
A7.2 
A8 
A9 
AlO. 
AlO. 
AlO. 7[565605&-IO 631 365 
6[565j-8 81 154 87 
6[606 * 505 *l-l0 554 1074 642 
7[565 *505 *]-lo 560 1008 628 
7[5655]-9 203 81 721 
8[56555J-10 514 284 2114 
5[57075l--10 504 284 2114 
7[56506]-10 527 284 2114 
5[556707]-10 566 284 2114 
5[66666]-10 530 1220 676 
7[506605J-10 632 
7[56605]-10 529 
7[56565ElO 531 
5[606606ElO 623 
7[55606j--10 513 
570 
747 
672 
365 
365 
1216 
t 
1216 j 
1173 
1205 
1916 
1916 
1916 
a=c#e=g 
a=c#e=g 
a=g#e=c 
a # g or 7[5633] 
a=c=e=g=i(Winn) 
or 
a, b, c, . . . , i, j # 4 (new) 
I 
g # 4 6, c 
;;506%05] 
g # a, b, c or 7[56”605] 
7[56;65] 
31~6061 
7[%6051 
or 
a=f 
a face of V to a point (or in the dual formulation, by removing a vertex and 
its incident edges). We will delineate such a map (graph) by placing a caret (“) 
over the digit corresponding to the collapsed face (deleted vertex). For 
example, from 7[56565] we obtain 7[56%5]. To indicate that only one edge 
is collapsed (removed) we will insert the caret between the faces (vertices) 
that the edge separated (joined). For example, by deleting the edge joining 
the 6-valent vertices, 7[56605] becomes 7[56A605]. 
It is obvious that the representation of a configuration by a linear string 
in this way is not unique, and this factor among others presents some diffi- 
culties in deciding how to tabulate the results so that the reader can easily 
locate a given configuration. Consider for the moment the configuration 
(V, QJ in terms of the dual graph rather than in terms of the map, and 
consider further the closed path P,,, formed by those vertices in V immediately 
adjacent to some vertex of Q,, . Assume now that we assign to each of these 
m vertices in Pm a valency digit di (i = 1,2,..., m) corresponding to the 
valency of vertex i with respect to the circuit Qn . The vertices in Pm need not 
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TABLE III 
Ten-circuit Configurations by Vakncy Disposition Number (* only). 
Valency 
disposition No. 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
m 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
cw 
CW 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
33333 
I33333 
223333 
232333 
113333 
1223333 
1233332 
2222333 
12321333 
12331233 
12331323 
12331332 
13231323 
113331232 
122331232 
123213223 
1232123313 
121232121232 
Configuration N 1 Type Reference 
5[666661 530 JR 
5[57075] 504 IR 
7[56506] 527 IR 
6[56665] 538 C 
5[507666] 611 C, DR 
5517665661 672 C, DR 
8[j65?5] 514 IR 
7[55606] 513 IR 
5[557076] 566 1R 
5[560766] 627 C 
6[556666] 
55[755766] -. - 
8[55655] 
7[56605] 
7[55665] 
7[56065] 
7[56565] 
7[55705] 
6[56606] 
7[605506] 
5[5076705] 
8[555506] 
5[507705] 
8[5550516] 
9[555555] 
7[565 *505 *] 
6[505 *606 *] 
6[506 * 506*] 
7[555 * 506 *] 
6[506 *605 *] 
8[555 * 555 *] 
6[5(5)16 * 505 *] 
6[50(5)7 * 505 *] 
7[50516 *505] 
8[505 * 5555 *] 
7[505 *60506 *] 
71505 * 6055 *] 
[505]6[55]6[505] 
645 C, DR 
693 C, DR 
500 IR 
529 IR 
516 C 
527 C 
531 IR 
496 C 
536 C 
623 C 
658 C 
618 C 
584 C 
671 C 
603 C 
560 IR 
554 IR 
630 C 
598 C 
638 C 
572 C 
668 C 
638 C 
712 C 
646 C 
730 C 
662 C 
782 C 
A6, Winn (1937) 
A5.2, Heesch (1972) 
A5.3 
Winn (1940) 
Franklin (1922) 
Winn (1940) 
A5.1 
AlO. 
A5.4 
Mayer- 
Stromquist (1974) 
Franklin (1922) 
Bernhart- 
Stromquist (1974) 
A7.1 
A8 
A9 
Heesch (1972) 
Mayer (1973) 
Heesch (1972) 
Stromquist (1974) 
Chojnacki (1942) 
A3 
A2 
Haken (1973) 
Mayer (1973) 
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all be distinct and thus some vertices may have more than one valency digit. 
In such a case the vertices of Pm are arranged in such a way that the path 
meets itself but does not cross itself at such a vertex. We now form a linear 
string from the ring of valency digits to produce a valency disposition number, 
for which the choice of first digit and direction is made so as to give the 
lexicographic minimum. Each configuration has a unique valency dis- 
position number and this number is shared by only a few configurations. For 
example 8[55655] has valency disposition number 232333 and 7[565%505*] 
(with each * representing a vervex of arbitrary valency) has the valency 
TABLE IV 
Other lOCircuit Configurations of Some Interest 
Nl N2 N3 Remarks 
5[5507706] 676 0 2461 
7[6050606] 689 0 2461 
?I[55605061 672 0 2461 
8[5605065] 669 0 2461 
8[56%3] 1334 284 2114 
%o@jo61 1013 365 1916 
7[563605] 1019 365 1916 
7[56565] 917 672 1205 
7[506A605] 853 570 1216 
7[56”605] 757 747 1173 
7[56A65] 669 908 1133 
7[5665] 433 1885 433 
[505]606[505] 700 698 700 
* [505505505] 648 799 648 
contains 5[507706]-11 
contains 7[605606]-11 
contains 8[556506J-1 I 
contains 8[56565]-11 
reducer for A5 
reducer for Al0 
reducer for Al0 
reducer for A9 
reducer for A7 
reducer for AS 
NR 
NR 
NR 
disposition number 12321333. Accordingly, when there are many entries in a 
table, we have listed the configurations primarily in order of circuit size, then 
in order of valency disposition number, and finally in order of the number of 
faces in V. 
The results for those configurations with n < 9 are set out in Table I, 
which includes certain configurations which are not reducible for illustrative 
purposes. Indirectly reducible configurations and their reducers are listed 
in Table II. Table III contains the set of lo-ring configurations which are 
minimally reducible, i.e., which contain no known reducible subconfiguration. 
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TABLE V 
Selected 1 l-Circuit Configurations. 
Configuration Nl N2 N3 Reducer 
6[606606] 1363 0 7381 (Colorable) 
5[507706] 1283 810 6391 6[56g] or # cI u0 
6[56il 4012 810 6391 (Theorem 7.5) 
7[605606] 1343 0 7381 (Colorable) 
8[55606] 1313 0 7381 (Colorable) 
8[56565] 1078 3452 2629 8[56365] 
8[56365] 1941 3452 2629 
7[56665] 1117 1344 4870 7[56265] or = tvI wI,, 
8[565565] 1310 1344 4870 7[56;65] or wI = tvIO 
7[565075] 1303 1344 4870 7[56;65] or wr = wn, 
7[5705075] 1455 1344 4870 7[56;65] or wI = wIO 
7[56;65] 2806 1344 4870 (Theorem 7.6) 
6[57075] 1081 2020 2601 Theorem 7.6 = wr wrO, Theorem 7.5 wS # wB 
Table IV contains certain additional IO-ring configurations of some interest. 
In order to decide whether or not a lo-ring configuration is minimally 
reducible it is in some cases necessary to have information on the reducibility 
of related 1 l-ring configurations and these have been listed in Table V. 
6. REDUCER FINDING 
Consider the noncolorable configuration (Y, Q,J realized by C. If a reducer 
exists, its extensible set D will be contained in C. Since D is open, we were 
able to improve this to D c Int(C). In the classical method, a reducer often 
has two nonconsecutive faces of the boundary Qn merged together so that 
when a valid 4-coloring of (R, Q% , U) is expanded to (Qn , U) these two faces 
are assigned the same color. Consider the subset E of Int(C) which has some 
restriction, for example, that two specified nonconsecutive faces of Qn must 
have the same color. If there exists a reducer with these two faces merged 
together, then D G E and in fact D LZ Int(E). If Int(E) is the empty set, then 
there is no reducer with those two boundary faces merged together. 
The advantage gained by determining Int(E) is that it is sometimes realiza- 
ble. Consider the configuration 7[55606] whose dual graphical representation 
is AlO. of Fig. I. The closure C contains 2096 colorings and Int(c) has 1916 
elements, a small improvement. If we restrict face (vertex) a to be the same 
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b b 
A2 A3 
b b 
A4 
d h 
c i 
b a 
A6 
d 
c b a 
d h 
AlO. 
A5.h 
f g h 
d 
b 
A7.1 
b 
A8b 
c b a 
A5.lb 
f g h 
A7.2 
d 
A9 
d h d h 
b 
AlO. Alo. 
FIG. 1. Indirectly Reducible Cotigurations. (See Table II) 
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color as face (vertex) f, then E is a set of 600 elements as is Int(E). Since there 
are exactly 600, IO-ring colorings with faces a and f assigned the same colour, 
Int(E) is precisely this set and a reducer is found. 
Second, consider 7[.56605], A8 of Fig. I. The subset E of Int(c) with face 
g a different color than face b contains 1033 of the 1173 colorings of Int(c), 
and Int(E) has only 800 elements. There are 2461 - 600 = 1861 colorings 
with this restriction, so we have only part of the realization. We find the 
additional restrictions by noting that the same interior set is obtained by 
restricting the colors of faces g and a to be different and similarly for g and c. 
We now note that exactly 800 of the lo-ring colorings have face g different in 
color from faces a, b, and c so we have determined the realization of Int(E) 
and a reducer for 7[56605]. 
Occasionally the realization of Int(E) will contain a nondegenerate part, 
for example, a pair or triad of pentagons inside a 6-ring. Often the only 
restriction on a ring of faces is that consecutive faces receive different colors, 
for example, the ring formed by faces cdefg in the reducer for 7[56605]. 
Although it is possible to “explain” some of the reducers in retrospect, this 
technique is largely a matter of trial and error coupled with brute force. For 
the IO-ring there are 35 nonconsecutive pairs of boundary faces, so there are 
70 sets to consider. Under examination, hopefully the interior of one of these 
sets can be realized. If not, then the process can be repeated on any of the 
nonempty interior sets. Because this method relies on the time-consuming 
closure algorithm, it is very costly. Later we will introduce a less costly but 
also less effective method of finding a reducer. 
7. EXTERIOR SETS 
The reducibility of a configuration depends directly on the closure of its 
extensible set, or equivalently on the exterior of it. This exterior set can be 
predicted to some degree by the following theorems. 
THEOREM 7.1. Consider the conjiguration (V, QJ which is colorable, i.e., 
the V-extensible set has a null exterior. If the valency digit di of the ith face in 
V adjacent to Q% is decreased from 3 to 2 or from 3 to I producing a new 
conjiguration (V-, Qm) with m = n - 1 or m = n - 2 respectively, then 
(V-, Q,,J is also colorable. 
ProojI Recall the definition of colorable: 
(V, Q,J is colorable if every 4-coloring of (Qn , u) can be extended to a 4- 
coloring of (V, Q,, , U), if necessary by Kempe-chain interchanges. 
Consider the first case where d$ is reduced from 3 to 2 producing (V-, 
Q,&. Inserting the dotted edge of Fig. 2 converts (V-, QnpI) to (V, Qz) 
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where Qz dithers from the general Q,, since we know that face q% is a triangle, 
i.e., that faces q+I and qI are adjacent. Every coloring of (Qnml, U) is 
extensible to (Qz, U) and since (I’, Q,,) is colorable, we can extend such a 
coloring to (V, Qz , U). By shrinking the triangular face qn to a point we get a 
coloring of Q,+l , that is extensible to V-. Thus, through Qz and V, every 
coloring of (Qfidl , U) can be extended to a coloring of (V-, Qeel , U), i.e., 
(I’-, Qnel) is colorable. 
FIGURE 2 
When the valency digit is reduced from 3 to I, addition of the dotted edge 
of Fig. 3 converts (I’-, Qm+) to (V, Qk) where in QL , the faces qn and qnWfi 
happen to be the same face. A similar argument shows that any coloring of 
(Qnez , U) can be extended through Q’ and V to a valid coloring of (I’--, 
Qw-z 9 u). Q.E.D. 
FIGIJRE 3 
Theorem 7.1 can be extended to reducibility if there is a reducer for (V, QJ 
that can be applied to Q$ or Qk . For example, in view of the new reducer 
given in Table II for 5[66666], we can infer the reducibility of a pentagon 
surrounded by any arrangement of minor polygons. 
The missing case, that of decreasing the valency digit from 2 to 1, does not 
hold: 6[606606]-I 1 is colorable, but 5[606606]-10 is not. 
THEOREM 7.2. Zf we start with a noncolorable conjguration (V, Q,,) and 
we assign a ualency to any one of the faces in QS and add this face to V so as to 
form a new con$guration (V+, Qm) with m = n + I, then the new configura- 
tion thus formed is likewise noncolorable. 
ProoJ We may regard the first Shimamoto construction as set out by 
Whitney and Tutte [6] not as a construction per se but simply as the assign- 
ment of a valency to one of the faces (vertices) in the ring (circuit) Qn of a 
configuration (V, Q& so as to give a new configuration (V + Qm) with 
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m = n + 1. The proof given by Whitney and Tutte, using pentatriangula- 
tions, that the first Shimamoto construction leads to a noncolorable (D- 
irreducible) configuration proves Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D. 
It appears that Theorem 7.2 holds with noncolorable replaced by irreducible. 
For m < n, the new configuration may be colorable or not. For example, 
from noncolorable 5[5]-6 we get 5[55]-6, still noncolorable, and this leads to 
the colorable configuration 5[555]-6. For m > n + I we need not assume 
that (V, QJ is noncolorable. 
THEOREM 7.3. For any configuration (V, QJ, $ we assign a valency to one 
of the faces in Qn and add this face to V so as to form a new conjiguration 
(V+, Q,,J with m > n + I, then (V+, Q,,J is noncolorable. 
Proox The new face will have valency digit d > 5 and let it be adjacent to 
q1 2 c&z Y-*.3 qd . Let S be the set of 4-colorings of Qm such that exactly four 
colors are assigned to ql , q2 ,..., qd . If d = 5, then ql and qd must have 
different colors. The set of full 4-colorings of a d-ring is open for d > 5 [8], so 
there exists a Kempe-chain disposition for any full 4-coloring of a d-ring such 
that all recolorings of the d-ring use exactly four colors 
For any s E S this disposition can be chosen for (Qm , U) at ql , q2 ,..., qd . 
If necessary ql and qd may be joined by a chain, and qd+l , qd+2 ,..., qm can have 
any Kempe-chain disposition. Then every recoloring of Q,,, allowed by this 
disposition will have exactly four colors at ql , q2 ,..., qd and will be in S. By 
Theorem 4.1 then, S is open. Because of the new face, no coloring in S can be 
extended to V+, so S is disjoint from the set of V+-extensible colorings. 
Thus S is contained in the exterior set and (V+, Qm) is noncolorable. Q.E.D. 
If the configuration V is colorable we have a stronger result. Let ( W, QJ be 
a configuration containing a colorable subconfiguration (V, Q,J. Let ( W*, 
Q,J be the configuration obtained by “shrinking” all the faces of V to a com- 
mon point so that all the faces of Qm meet this m-valent vertex. Let C be the 
W-extensible set of colorings of Qn and D be the W*-extensible set. 
THEOREM 7.4. For C and D described above 
Ext(C) = Ext(D). 
Proof. Cc D, so cc D. Let dl E D. The coloring dl on Qn can be 
chained to a coloring d2 e D that is W*-extensible and a W* extension of d2 
assigns a coloring fl to Qn . Since V is colorable, this coloring fl can be 
chained to a coloring f2 that is V-extensible and under these Kempe-chain 
interchanges d2 is transformed into dS . Now d8 is W-extensible, i.e., dz E C, so 
dl E C. Thus D c C and D = C. Q.E.D. 
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In the dual formulation, the contraction of a face to a point corresponds to 
the deletion of the dual vertex and its incident edges. We call this a r&xuGon 
of the original configuration since the new extensible set contains the exten- 
sible set for the original configuration. The closure of this new extensible set 
contains the closure of the old extensible set, but the two closures may be 
equal. This occurs iff the new extensible set is contained in the closure of the 
old extensible set. For example, if the original configuration is colorable, 
every relaxation is of this type. Many noncolorable configurations can be 
relaxed without altering the closure and this relaxation may be a reducer for 
the original configuration. 
By deleting a vertex and its incident edges the configuration (V, Qn) is 
relaxed to the configuration (V, Q,J. Let the V-extensible set be C, the V- 
extensible set be Cl. If Cl c C, then V1 is a reducer for V. 
V2 is the relaxation of V obtained by deleting the edge 8 joining vertices u 
and x of V to produce a 4-circuit uuwx. Let C2 be the V2-extensible set. If 
C2 c C, then V2 is a reducer for V because the graph (V*, Qn , IY) obtained 
from (V, Qn , u) by replacing 8 with its conjugate can be validly 4-colored 
and that coloring is also valid for (V2, Qm , u). 
If the deleted edge was incident to a 5-valent vertex u, then u is 4-valent in 
V2 and adjacent to u and w. V2 can be relaxed to V1 by deleting u and its 
relaining incident edges. For any c1 E Cl, cl on Q= can be extended to V1. 
Use that coloring on V2. If u and w are assigned the same color, consider 
them merged. Now 0 is three-valent, a directly colorable configuration. 
Similarly, if u and w are assigned different colors, consider them joined by an 
edge. Now ~1 is 4-valent, a colorable configuration. In any case c1 on Qn can 
be chained to c2 on Qn such that c2 E C2. Thus Cl !G ?? and since V1 is a 
relaxation of V2, F = @, lf V2 is a reducer for V, i.e., C2 c C, then e = C. 
Now C1 c 3 = 3 = C, so V1 is also a reducer. Thus, if we have already 
considered as possible reducers all relaxations of the V-type, then the only 
V-type candidates we need to consider will be those obtained by deleting an 
edge joining two vertices, each at least 6-valent. 
The third relaxation is the opposite of the second. Along the edges (u, D) 
and (0, K)) of (V, QJ, D not on the boundary circuit Qn , we split the vertex v 
into two parts ~~~ and u2 producing a 4-circuit uu1wv2 and the relaxation V3. 
The V3-extensible set contains not only the V-extensible set, but also those 
colorings of Qn that can be extended to V3 in such a way that u1 and v2 
receive different colors. If ~7 is 7-valent or smaller, then zjl or v2 will be 4- 
valent or smaller and, can be removed without changing the closure. This 
produces a configuration that can be obtained from k’ by deleting edges, i.e., 
a relaxation of a V2-type configuration. Thus we split only vertices 8-valent 
or greater into two vertices, each at least 5-valent. If the P-extensible set C3 
is such that C3 !L c, then V3 is not necessarily a reducer for V. It remains to 
show that (V3, Qn , u) can be validly 4-colored. This is not immediate since 
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it has one more vertex than (V, Q,, , U) and we assumed that (V, Qn , U) was 
a minimal 5-chromatic planar graph on N (the Birkhoff number) vertices 
However, we can merge vertices u and w of P to produce V*. Since (V*, 
,Qn , U) also has N vertices, it may also be 5-chromatic, but this will not be 
the case if (V*, Q,J contains a reducible configuration. For example, if the 
split vertex is 8- or 9-valent, then o1 or a2 is 5-valent in V3 and 4-valent in V* 
so (V*, Qn , U) will be 4-colorable. Thus (V3, Qn , U) can be validly 4- 
colored and I’3 is a reducer for V. 
This then is the basis for the second reducer finding technique: check all 
V-, V2-, or I’3-type relaxations of V to see if any is a reducer. Since this uses 
the closure algorithm only once, it is less costly than the brute force method. 
Furthermore, not all relaxations need be checked, Take for example, 8[55655]. 
For V1 we may consider 8[35655]. If this is a reducer, then so is 8[%655], so 
consider instead this relaxation. Deleting the 8- or 6-valent vertex allows the 
deletion of the entire configuration without changing the closure, i.e., those 
V-type configurations are obviously colorable and cannot be the reducer for 
a noncolorable configuration. There is only one edge joining vertices each at 
least 6-valent, and the 8-valent vertex can be split in three distinct ways. Out 
of these five candidates one of the V3-type configurations is a reducer and it 
is best described as 7[506”605]. 
In retrospect we can see that this is the only noncolorable relaxation, the 
other four candidates being relaxations of colorable configurations. For 
example, 8[55655] is a relaxation of 7[50755] and the single V2-type confi- 
guration is a relaxation of 7[56065]. Splitting the 8-valent vertex along two 
8-5 edges produces a configuration that is a relaxation of 6[565666]. After 
deleting the colorable subconfiguration 6[56665] we see that 6[565666] is 
colorable. The third V3-type relaxation of 8[55655] is a relaxation of 6[556606] 
which can be shown to be colorable by deleting the colorable subconfiguration 
6[56606]. 
Occasionally part of the exterior set for a configuration can be predicted. 
In such cases even the limited reducer finding approach may not be necessary. 
The next theorem was noted by Bernhart, Rolle, and Stromquist. 
Consider the configuration (V, Q,J of Fig. 4 where the circuit v,z+,v~ e.* 
“5 “6 “7 VB 
K 
--- . 
\ 
\ 
Y , 
“4 1 
x I 
1 
,’ , 
- --* 
“3 v2 “1 % 
FIGURE 4 
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U~ZJ~XJJ has an empty “inner” region. Let S,, be the set of colorings of Qa such 
that u, and ur have the same color and V~V~V~V~V~V~ receive a coloring from the 
exterior set for 5[55]-6. The remaining vertices v* **+ V~ can have any valid 
coloring. 
THEOREM 7.5. The exterior set for (V, Q,,) contains S,, . 
ProoJ For any s E S,, , let r denote the 6-circuit coloring on vlvs **a vG . 
Since r is not extensible to 5[55], s is not extensible to V and Se is disjoint 
from the V-extensible set. The exterior set for 5[55] is open, so there exists a 
Kempe-chain disposition for r such that all recolorings are in this open set. 
Use this disposition on alvs *.a V~ , join ZJ~ and u, by a Kempe-chain, and 
V8 *a. V~ can be linked in any way. All recolorings resulting from Kempe-chain 
interchanges will be in S% . Thus S, is open and hence in the exterior set for 
CK Qnh - Q.E.D. 
In fact, the exterior set for (V, QJ is precisely S,, . When V is restricted by 
filling the circuit r~,v~ *.* ZJ,,X~ with any nonnull inside configuration, say ,4, to 
produce the configuration (V,, , Q,J, S,, still forms part of the exterior set. If 
the exterior set for (VA , QJ is precisely S,, , then (V, Q,J is a reducer for 
(V,, , Q,J. Alternatively, since every coloring of S,, has the same color on v1 
and v,, any reducer which forces different colors on v1 and v, will suffice 
to reduce (VA , Q,J. 
S,, has 81 elements and is the exterior set for 7[5655]. S10 has 284 elements 
and is the exterior set for 8[56555], 7[56505], 7[55075], and 5[557076]. On the 
other hand, the exterior set for 7[56605]-10 has 747 elements and contains 
s . The configuration 6[565]-8 contains two rotations of S, , but these 
agount for only 75 of the 154 elements of the exterior set. Both 6[565] and 
7[56605] require a more restrictive reducer. 
The configuration (V, Q,J of Theorem 7.5 can be derived from 5[55]-6 by 
splitting a boundary vertex into v1 and a, and then joining u1 to v, by a path 
W6 w5 
FIGURE 5 
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of edges, This process can be applied to any noncolorable configuration to 
produce a similar result. Another construction is the replacing of an edge of 
the boundary circuit by a path of edges. 
Consider (W, QJ of Fig. 5 where the circuit +vIO~rI ... W~W~X.YZ has an 
empty inner region. Let Tn be the set of colorings of Qm such that aIwZ ... Pi,, 
receive a coloring in the exterior set for 7[56365] and the remaining vertices 
any valid coloring. Note that uI and ZIP,, will have different colors. 
THEOREM 7.6. The exterior set for ( W, Q,J contains T* . 
Proof. For any t g Tn the coloring r on wIwZ ‘.. wIO is not extensible to 
7[56365], so t is not extensible to W. As in Theorem 7.5, Tn can be shown to 
be open, so it is in the exterior set for (W, Qm). Q.E.D. 
In fact, the exterior set for ( W, Qn) is Tn . Again we can fill wIOwII ... W~X~Z 
by a configuration B to get ( WB , QJ and if the exterior set for ( WB , Q,J is 
precisely Tn , then ( W, Q,J is a reducer. For example, 7[56!?65] is a reducer 
for 7[56565]. For n > 10, if the exterior set is precisely T* , then any reducer 
that forces the same color on wI and wn, will also suffice to reduce ( WB , Q,J, 
for example, 7[56665], 8[565565], 7[565075] and 7[5705075]. On the other 
hand, the exterior set for 6[57075] has 2020 elements of which 1344 are from 
Tn . Since this configuration contains (V, QJ, we try ti’r = wIO , We # We , 
and a reducer is found. 
8. REDUCIBILITY AND IRREDUCIBILITY 
If we restrict our attention to minimally reducible configurations, i.e., those 
configurations that do not contain a reducible subconfiguration, the most 
useful pattern to emerge is the following conjecture which has been put 
forward in various different forms by others [9]. 
CONJECTURE A. Zf an interior vertex meets three nonconsecutive boundary 
vertices then the conzguration is not minimally reducible. 
Here we exclude the reducible graph configuration consisting of a single 
4-valent vertex. Shimamoto’s first construction of Theorem 7.2 results in an 
interior vertex that meets four consecutive boundary vertices. This construc- 
tion is generalized by Bernhart [3] in his description of the “fusion” of two 
smaller configurations into a large one which he refers to as s-constructible. 
The exterior set for the large configuration contains the set obtained by 
“splicing” the exteriors of the small configurations. If both small configura- 
tions are irreducible, it seems reasonable that the fusion will also be irreduc- 
ible. This construction accounts for all of the configurations of conjecture A 
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as well as configurations like 6[55*505*] and *[505505] where at least one of 
the smaller configurations is the irreducible triad 5[55]-6. In general we have 
not considered configurations that can be obtained by the fusion of two 
irreducible configurations, although a few are listed in Tables I and IV. 
The configuration 7[5665] is of some interest. It cannot be obtained by the 
fusion of two irreducible configurations. Since it is symmetrically non- 
colorable, by Theorem 4.4 it is either irreducible or directly reducible. For all 
known directly reducible configurations the reducer is degenerate and thus 
can be identified by the brute force method applied to the v-extensible set. 
CONJECTURE B. Zf the interior of every degeneracy restricted subset of the 
extensible set for a configuration is empty, then the conjiguration is not directly 
reducibIe. 
By combining this conjecture with Theorem 4.4 we have a condition for 
irreducibility. In Tables I-V a configuration is described as not reducible 
(NR) if it satisfies this condition, for example, 7[5665]. 
A word at this point about the extended conditions for a coloring to be 
immersible in a set of colorings. With this extension, from the original J’- 
extensible set of colorings C we obtain an extended closure which contains C. 
In fact, the extended closure is almost always identical to C. It is possible 
that the extended closure for 7[5665] is larger than its closure and hence 
possible that it contains the extensible set for a reducer. Then, 7[5665] will be 
reducible. 
ADDENDUM 
For the 1 l-ring, a similar hopefully exhaustive examination of non-S- 
constructible configurations has been performed. Over 100 new reducible 
configurations have been found. Those which are not colorable are all 
asymmetrically noncolorable and a reducer may be easily found by one or 
both of the above reducer finding techniques. The only non-S-constructible 
configurations found to be irreducible are 7[56705], 8[55665], and 8[5566551, 
all three of which are symmetrically noncolorable. 
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